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(57) ABSTRACT 
Provides processing logic modeling and executing methods, 
Systems and apparatus. These facilitate collaboration 
between busineSS analyst and IT Staff for proceSS modeling 
and maintenance of the consistency between busineSS level 
design and IT implementation design. A task is decomposed 
into Sub-tasks and is represented by a tree. Annotations to 
the nodes of the tree are used to represent the relations 
between the Sub-tasks. A processing logic is thus completed. 
When executing the processing logic, traversing the tree 
follows according to the annotations. 
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Fig. 7 
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PROCESSING LOGIC MODELING AND 
EXECUTION 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present application generally relates to pro 
cessing logic modeling and execution, especially to a pro 
cessing logic modeling method, a processing logic executing 
method, a processing logic modeling apparatus and a pro 
cessing logic executing apparatus. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Processing logic represents the procedural steps to 
accomplish a proceSS or a complex task. Processing logic 
modeling is a common requirement when describing a 
proceSS in a structured way or in order to implement it on IT 
System. To improve the busineSS process's visibility and 
flexibility for change, busineSS and industries have Striven to 
capture and Streamline the busineSS processes. 
0003) Well known workflow system has been widely 
used in this field. Normally it features a directed graph based 
flow method to describe a structured set of activities 
designed to produce a specific output. However, Such flow 
model is not easy to understand if the proceSS is complex, 
especially for busineSS analyst. This brings big gap for 
process design between busineSS operation level and IT 
implementation level. 
0004. A complex process is not easy to be decomposed to 
simple atomic processes due to the complicated relationship 
between entities of a flow model. So there is no clear 
composition view of key tasks of a process. Prior art 
includes a software product well known as WBS Chartpro 
having a URL (purposely broken into Segments), 

0005 http:// 
0006 followed by: 
0007 www. 
0008 followed by: 
0009) 

0.010 WBS Chartpro is a project plan tooling, which 
could help to plan and display projects Schedule using a 
tree-style diagram known as a Work Breakdown Structure 
(WBS) Chart. WBS charts display the structure of a project 
showing how the project is broken down into Summary and 
detail levels. Plan new projects using an intuitive “top 
down' approach or display existing MicroSoft Project plans 
in an easy to understand diagram. Although this application 
takes use of tree-style diagram to describe a detailed project 
plan, it is not process description initiative, So it has no 
capability to Streamline the procedure of a process. 
0011. As another example, WO99/60372 (Apparatus and 
Method for Monitoring and Controlling Laboratory Infor 
mation and/or Instruments) disclosed a System for facilitat 
ing the handling of laboratory information. User could Select 
predetermined task, drag and drop in the tooling interface to 
build a task Sequence in a tree Structure, and when running 
the processor executes the Sequence of tasks in turn by 
reference to the Static and dynamic laboratory data. This 
invention is a domain specific application. Although it also 
features a tree-style Structure to describe a processing logic, 
it targets to describe Sequence processing in the Specific 

critical tools.com. 
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domain but has no enough and necessary processing logic 
modeling capabilities, Such as parallel processing, loop and 
Sub-logic Support. 

0012) Again an example. U.S. Pat. No. 6,092,048 (Task 
Execution Support System) disclosed a task execution Sup 
port System which Supports the user to execute a task in 
accordance with the progreSS of task process listed-up as 
network type flow. A task management Server includes a 
memory unit for memorizing task information, an action 
entry comprising a task, an event rule and a main task and 
Sub-task Structure, and each of a plurality of client machines 
includes a task information display/operation unit which 
enables each user to operate information during a task is 
executed. In the modeling method in this invention, the 
Sub-tasks Structure could only be sequential, no parallel, and 
it's processing logic modeling tool is more like a task 
registration interface and has no extensive editing function. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013 To solve these problems, an aspect of the invention 
is to provide processing logic modeling and executing 
methods and apparatus, to facilitate collaboration between 
busineSS analyst and IT Staff for proceSS modeling and 
maintenance of the consistency between busineSS level 
design and IT implementation design. 
0014) An aspect of the invention provides a processing 
logic modeling method for modeling a task. An example of 
the method includes: a decomposing step for decomposing 
Said task into at least one level of Sub-tasks, a tree Structure 
forming Step for forming a tree Structure from Said task and 
various levels of Sub-tasks resulted from decomposing the 
task, an annotating Step for, according to the relations 
between the Sub-tasks, annotating the nodes of the tree, thus 
obtaining a processing logic model for performing Said task. 
0015 Correspondingly, the invention provides a method 
for executing the processing logic, established according to 
the method given above, comprising: traversing the tree 
according to the annotations, and performing the leaf nodes 
of the tree according to the annotations, thus completing the 
execution of the task. 

0016. An aspect of the invention further provides a 
processing logic modeling apparatus that may apply the 
above method, for modeling a task, comprising an editor and 
an interpreter, for mapping the tree and the annotations into 
Script of the processing logic, the editor comprising: a tree 
editor for editing a tree corresponding to a processing logic 
and showing how the task is decomposed into at least one 
level of Sub-tasks, and annotation editor for editing annota 
tions for the nodes of the tree, the annotations representing 
the relations between the nodes of various levels. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0017. Other aspects, features and advantages of the 
invention will become more apparent after reading the 
following detailed description of advantageous embodi 
ments. The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated 
in and constitute a part of the Specification, illustrate 
embodiments of the invention and, together with the 
description, Serve to explain the principles of the invention. 
In the drawings: 
0018 FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a logic tree estab 
lished according to the invention; 
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0.019 FIG. 2 is a processing logic script corresponding to 
the tree as shown in FIG. 1; 
0020 FIG. 3 is a first example showing sub-tasks decom 
posing according to the invention; 
0021 FIG. 4 is a schematic view showing establishing a 
tree Structure and annotating the tree based on the Sub-tasks 
shown in FIG. 3; 
0022 FIG. 5 is a second example showing sub-tasks 
decomposing according to the invention; 
0023 FIG. 6 is a schematic view showing establishing a 
tree Structure and annotating the tree based on the Sub-tasks 
shown in FIG. 5; 
0024 FIG. 7 is a block view showing a processing logic 
modeling apparatus of the invention; 
0025 FIG. 8 is an exemplary visual interface of the 
processing logic modeling apparatus as shown in FIG. 7; 
and 

0.026 FIG. 9 is a schematic view showing a system 
employing the processing logic modeling apparatus and the 
processing logic executing apparatus of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0027. The present invention provides processing logic 
modeling and eXecuting methods, Systems and apparatus, to 
facilitate collaboration between business analyst and IT staff 
for process modeling. While maintaining the consistency 
between busineSS level design and IT implementation 
design. To this end, the invention adopts a Strategy of 
divide-and-conquer to decompose a task into Sub-tasks and 
express it in form of a tree, use annotations to the nodes of 
the tree to represent the relations between the Sub-tasks, and 
thus complete a processing logic. When executing the pro 
cessing logic, the tree is traversed according to the annota 
tions. The traversing includes depth-first traversing and 
broadness-first traversing. The executing apparatus auto 
matically Select the depth-first traversing algorithm or the 
broadness-first traversing algorithm according to the anno 
tations to the nodes, and thus execute the predetermined 
processing logic. 

0028 Specifically, the invention provides a processing 
logic modeling method for modeling a task, comprising: a 
decomposing Step for decomposing Said task into at least 
one level of Sub-tasks, a tree Structure forming Step for 
forming a tree Structure from Said task and various levels of 
Sub-tasks resulted from decomposing the task, an annotating 
Step for, according to the relations between the Sub-tasks, 
annotating the nodes of the tree, thus obtaining a processing 
logic model for performing Said task. 

0029. In the invention, the leaf nodes of the tree can 
include only one action or Sub-logic node, wherein, the 
action node corresponds to atomic action program that could 
be invoked, and the Sub-logic node corresponds to Sub-logic 
that could be invoked. The action nodes and the Sub-logic 
nodes may only define normative interface description. Only 
when to be executed, will the implementation modules 
(applications, Services, parts, and etc.) of the action or the 
Sub-logic be bound to the action or Sub-logic nodes, as long 
as the action or the Sub-logic could provide interface Speci 
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fication complying with that defined by the nodes. Conse 
quently, it is Sufficient for the logic designing Staff to define 
the functions and the interfaces of the action nodes or the 
Sub-logic nodes, and the action or the Sub-logic may be 
implemented in various ways. Therefore, the design and 
implementation of logic will be more flexible. That is, such 
capability of “delayed binding enables the logic designing 
Staff to have more freedom to Select or change the imple 
mentation modules of the actions or Sub-logics. 
0030 The annotations may comprising at least one of the 
following: precondition defining the condition to be met for 
performing the corresponding node, postcondition defining 
the condition to be met for leaving the corresponding node, 
pre-task defining the task to be performed before performing 
the corresponding node, post-task defining the task to be 
performed before leaving the corresponding node, and the 
type of intermediate node, Stipulating whether the children 
of the intermediate node should be performed Sequentially 
or in parallel. 
0031 Correspondingly, the invention provides a method 
for executing the processing logic established according to 
above method, comprising: traversing the tree according to 
the annotations, and performing the leaf nodes of the tree 
according to the annotations, thus completing the execution 
of the task. 

0032. The invention further provides a processing logic 
modeling apparatus that may apply the above method, for 
modeling a task, comprising an editor and an interpreter, for 
mapping the tree and the annotations into Script of the 
processing logic, the editor comprising: a tree editor for 
editing a tree corresponding to a processing logic and 
showing how the task is decomposed into at least one level 
of Sub-tasks, and annotation editor for editing annotations 
for the nodes of the tree, the annotations representing the 
relations between the nodes of various levels. 

0033. In the apparatus, the tree editor and the annotation 
editor may represent the tree and the annotations with 
graphics. Correspondingly, the interpreter may comprises 
means for mapping a predetermined graphical element into 
a predetermined Script Section. The apparatus may further 
comprises a debugger for Simulatively performing the pro 
cessing logic, either automatically or manually, either glo 
bally or locally, So as to find out and display the potential 
bug in the resulted processing logic. 

0034 Corresponding to the above-mentioned processing 
logic modeling apparatus, the invention provides a proceSS 
ing logic executing apparatus, characterized in comprising a 
identifying means, which is capable of identifying the pro 
cessing logic represented by the tree established by the 
above-mentioned processing logic modeling apparatus and 
the nodes of the tree, So that the executing apparatus 
traverses the tree according to the logic Script and executes 
the processing logic. 

0035 Advantageous embodiments of the present inven 
tion will now be described with reference to the accompa 
nied drawings. Note that throughout the Specification includ 
ing the drawings, identical or corresponding parts are 
denoted with like reference Signs. Divide-and-conquer is 
one of the most widely used Strategies for problem Solving, 
that is, a task would often be divided into sub-tasks. If any 
of the Sub-tasks is too complex to address, further Sub 
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division is done until all of them are ready to be attacked. 
Divide-and-conquer Strategy gives a nice Sub-tasks tree 
Structure to define a complex task to be Solved. However, as 
discussed in the background of the invention, a conventional 
tree has no complete capability for logic modeling. In the 
present invention, annotations to the nodes of a tree are used 
to express the transition relations between the Sub-tasks 
contained in a complex task. 

0.036 FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an exemplary logic 
tree used in the present invention. As illustrated in FIG. 1, 
there are 3 node types in a processing: root node, interme 
diate node and leaf node. In the present invention, the leaf 
node may be action node or Sub-logic node. These nodes 
have corresponding elements which could be used to model 
complex logic and define execution rules. Root node is the 
root element, it contains global information of the proceSS 
ing logic to be designed, Such as logic ID, Version, param 
eters, and it could only has one child, this child must be an 
intermediate node, Such as InterNode 1 shown in the draw 
Ing. 

0037. An intermediate node can has one or more chil 
dren. The children can be intermediate node, action node or 
Sub-logic node. According to the invention, annotation may 
be attached to the intermediate nodes. For example, anno 
tation may be used to define the type of an intermediate 
node, and thus determine the behaviour of its children: to be 
executed in Sequence or in parallel. For example, as shown 
in FIG. 1, the Small Squares below the intermediate nodes 
represent the types of the intermediate nodes: the Annotation 
1 represented by the black squares shows that the children of 
the corresponding intermediate node should be executed 
Sequentially, and the Annotation 2 represented by the blank 
Squares shows that the children of the corresponding inter 
mediate node should be executed in parallel. Apparently, any 
other graphic elements may be used to represent Said anno 
tations. During execution, the type of the intermediate node 
will automatically determine to adopt a depth-first traverse 
algorithm or a broadness-first traverse algorithm. If the 
attribute of an intermediate node is “sequentially executing, 
then its children are traversed with a depth-first traverse 
algorithm; or if the attribute of an intermediate node is 
“executing in parallel”, then its children are traversed with 
a broadness-first traverse algorithm. Furthermore, variable 
can be defined in an intermediate node, and these variables 
can be used by the intermediate node and its children. 
0.038. Sub-logic node calls another processing logic. It 
will prepare the arguments for the Sub-logic invocation. In 
processing logic, variable parameters are used, So the input 
arguments must be defined by variable names. The variable 
should be defined in any of its parent node (intermediate 
node). In Sub-logic, these variables may be changed, and it 
will reflect to the parent logic's context. So Sub-logic node 
has no return values, it uses variable parameters to pass 
value changes back to the parent logic. 

0.039 Action node calls existing action program to 
execute an action. Action node will prepare the arguments 
for the action and get the return value from the action. Here 
the arguments must use variable name to present the argu 
ments value. AS action node has return values, it does not 
use variable parameters, but value parameters. Action node 
could have more than one return values, which can be filled 
back into the variable Space of the logic context respectively. 
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0040. In addition to the afore-discussed annotations relat 
ing to the types of the intermediate nodes, intermediate 
node, action node and Sub-logic node may be annotated 
according to the relations between corresponding Sub-taskS. 
The annotations may have 4 elements: precondition, post 
condition, pre-task and post-task, to control the execution of 
the nodes. 

0041) Precondition defines the entry condition of the 
node. If precondition returns false, the node will not be 
executed. For example, as shown in FIG. 6, a precondition 
may be used to control the execution of the action nodes 
Action 2, Action 3 and Action 4. For example, assuming that 
Action 2 will be executed when an integer a equals to 1, 
Action 3 will be executed when said integer a equals to 2 and 
Action 4 will be executed when said integer a is neither 1 nor 
2, then for each of Action 2, Action 3 and Action 4, a 
precondition may be set (not shown in the figure): the 
precondition of Action 2 is “a=1, the precondition of Action 
3 is “a=2' and the precondition of Action 4 is “ak >1 and a 
>2. Thus, when the branch tree of the intermediate node 
InterNode2 is traversed, if a=1, then the precondition of 
Action 2 is true and Action 2 will be executed, and the 
preconditions of Action 3 and Action 4 are false and Action 
3 and Action 4 will not be executed. 

0042 Postcondition is used for checking execution state. 
It can be used to, for example, implement loop process. For 
example, assuming that a variable b has an initial value “0” 
and will be incremented every time a node is executed. By 
Saying "a node is executed”, it means, if the node is a leaf 
node, then the leaf node is executed; if the node is an 
intermediate node, then the branch tree of the intermediate 
node is executed. If the postcondition of the node is set as 
“b>=50”, then, when b is smaller than 50, the node (or 
corresponding branch tree) will be executed; otherwise the 
postcondition is met and the execution of the node (or 
corresponding branch tree) is terminated. As a result, the 
node (or its branch tree) is repeatedly executed 50 times. 
0043 Pre-tasks are executed when entering a node. In 
general pre-task may prepare context and initial variables for 
the operations of the node. Specifically, Pre-task may pre 
pare data form for the corresponding node, or initialize the 
variables (that is, assign values to the variables). 
0044 Post-tasks are executed when leaving a node. The 
post-tasks may include Setting return value, clearing error 
State and etc. AS a Specific example, the post-tasks may write 
the result of the execution of the corresponding nodes into 
databases, or record the execution Status of the correspond 
ing nodes into the System log. 
004.5 FIG. 2 shows a processing logic script correspond 
ing to the logic tree shown in FIG. 1. The script is written 
in XML (eXtensible marking language). Any person skilled 
in the art knows that the processing logic may be written in 
any available language. 

0046) With the tree having the above features, it is 
possible to model most of the processing logic. According to 
the experiments of the inventors, the invented processing 
logic has the capability to model most of the Eindhoven 
Workflow patterns. 
0047. Here we use two simple examples to explain the 
processing logic modeling method and the processing logic 
modeling apparatus according to the invention. First the task 
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to be Solved is analyzed and decomposed into Sub-tasks. AS 
illustrated in FIG. 3, if, as a result of the analyzing and 
decomposing, a task should be fulfilled by performing two 
actions in Sequence, then, according to the invention, the 
task could be presented as a processing logic tree as shown 
in FIG. 4. The intermediate node represents the problem to 
be solved, which could be divided into two sequential 
Sub-tasks, Action 1 and Action 2. According to the invention, 
to model the processing logic, the nodes of the tree are to be 
annotated appropriately. In the present example, Action 1 
and Action2 are to be executed Sequentially. Therefore, their 
parent node, that is said intermediate node, is attached 
Annotation 1 Stipulating that the children shall be executed 
Sequentially. 

0.048 When executing the processing logic, said tree is 
traversed. The traversing first reaches the intermediate node. 
Based on the type of the intermediate node represented by 
the Annotation 1, it is determined that the intermediate 
node's children shall be executed Sequentially. Conse 
quently, with respect to the children, that is, leaf nodes 
Action 1 and Action 2, a depth-first traversing algorithm is 
performed to complete Said task. 

0049. A person skilled in the art knows that it is not 
important what is the Visual appearance of the tree shown in 
FIG. 4, and the tree is a logic tree in nature. In fact, the tree 
may be in any form, Such as in the form of a logic Script as 
shown in FIG. 2, or in the form of the outline as shown in 
FIG. 8, which will be described below. 

0050 Another example will be discussed below. As illus 
trated in FIG. 5, through analyzing, it is known that to fulfill 
a task, Action1 should be performed first, and then according 
to the condition evaluation result, Action2 or Action3 or 
Action4 would then be performed. 
0051. The task could be presented as a processing logic 
tree in FIG. 6. In the drawing, the intermediate node 
InterNode 1 represents the problem to be solved, which 
could be divided into two Sequential Sub-tasks, Action1 and 
InterNode 2. The InterNode 2 has three parallel sub-tasks, 
Action2, Action3, and Action4. Each of these three Sub-tasks 
has a precondition definition as discussed above, and if the 
precondition is Satisfied, then the corresponding action 
would then be performed. 
0.052 According to the invention, to model the process 
ing logic, the nodes of the tree are to be annotated appro 
priately. In the present example, Action 1 and InterNode 2 
are to be executed Sequentially. Therefore, their parent node, 
that is InterNode 1, is attached Annotation 1 Stipulating that 
the children shall be executed sequentially. Similarly, the 
InterNode 2 is attached Annotation 2 Stipulating that its 
children shall be executed in parallel. The rest of the action 
nodes are attached precondition annotations for checking 
whether the above-mentioned three conditions are met, 
respectively. 

0.053 When executing the processing logic, the tree is 
traversed. The traversing first reaches the intermediate node 
InterNode 1. Based on the type of the intermediate node 
represented by the annotation, it is determined that the 
intermediate node's children shall be executed Sequentially. 
Consequently, with respect to the children, that is, leaf node 
Action 1 and intermediate node InterNode 2, a depth-first 
traversing algorithm is performed. Based on the type of the 
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intermediate node InterNode 2 represented by the annota 
tion, it is determined that the intermediate node's children 
shall be executed in parallel. Consequently, with respect to 
the children, that is, leaf nodes Action 2, Action 3 and Action 
4, a broadness-first traversing algorithm is performed. When 
executing the three leaf nodes, first checking their precon 
ditions, and only when their preconditions are met, respec 
tively, will the respective action nodes be executed. Thus the 
task is completed. 

0054 Above discussed are only two simple examples for 
illustrating the principle of the invention. In fact, any 
annotation may be attached to any node to achieve a 
particular object. For example, by Setting postconditions for 
any desired leaf nodes or intermediate nodes, the recursion 
execution of the corresponding leaf node or branch tree 
could be realized for fulfilling a loop proceSS requirement. 
And communication mechanism for leaf nodes interaction 
could be designated in the annotations, and So on. All of 
these make the invented method capable of describing a 
complex graph type flow. 

0055 Corresponding to the method of the invention, the 
invention further provides a processing logic modeling 
apparatus, which could be implemented in a computer or any 
other form of computing device. 
0056. As shown in FIG. 7, a processing logic modeling 
apparatus 700 essentially comprises an editor 702 and an 
interpreter 804, both of which may be realized in the 
microprocessor such CPU and the like and memory device 
of a computing device. The editor further comprises input 
device(s) 710 and output device(s) 712. The editor includes 
a tree editor 706 and an annotation editor 708, through 
which, and through the input device(s) Such as a mouse and 
a keyboard and the output device(s) Such as a display, a tree 
and annotations to the nodes of the tree may be edited 
according to the method as discussed above. The interpreter 
704 functions to map the tree and the annotations to the 
nodes thereof into processing logic Script. 

0057. As discussed above, the tree and the annotations 
may be manifested in any form. The most convenient form 
is graphic form. Specifically, the annotations may be for 
matted text, or graphics with text, and the like. Obviously, a 
person skilled in the art will appreciate that the tree and the 
annotations may be in any form. Here, assuming various 
graphic elements are used to express the nodes and their 
annotations, that is, their attributes. Then, the editor may 
further comprise a graphical user interface displayed in Said 
output device. In the interface, various graphical elements, 
Such as elements relating to the tree Structure and elements 
relating to the annotations (Such as, as discussed above, the 
blank and black Squares, graphical elements representing the 
precondition “a=1 and having the text “a=1” or the like, and 
etc.), may be provided in advance or may be defined by the 
user. Each graphical element corresponds to a particular 
Segment of the processing logic Script. Then, every time a 
new graphical element is added into the tree, for example, by 
dragging a particular graphical element in a graphical ele 
ment library and dropping it to a proper position in the tree 
with a mouse, the interpreter will add a corresponding Script 
Segment into the processing logic Script. For, example, the 
graphical element representing a precondition may be posi 
tioned above the graphical element of the corresponding 
node, and the graphical element representing a postcondition 
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may be positioned below the graphical element of the 
corresponding node. As a result, as the tree and the anno 
tations are edited, the processing logic Script is generated 
dynamically. 

0.058 A person skilled in the art may conduct the graphi 
cal editing with any graphical editing means. The operation 
of mapping the graphical elements to the Script segments 
also belongs to conventional technical means. 
0059 FIG. 8 shows an exemplary user interface 800 of 
the processing logic modeling apparatus of the invention. 
The window contains 4 parts, Navigator 802, Editor 804, 
Outline 806 and Property Page 808. The data model of the 
designed logic would be Synchronized among these four 
different windows. 

0060 A set of graphic editing facilities are provided in 
the Editor and may be embodied in the main menu and the 
tool bars, and allow the user to visually design the proceSS 
ing logic by drawing a tree Structure to illustrate how a 
relatively complex task is decomposed into Sub-tasks. A 
node of the tree represents a Sub-task, which can also be 
divided into Several Smaller Sub-tasks, while the leaves are 
the final “atomic' actions. Properties on the tree, such as the 
data, transition rule, corresponding action programs, can be 
asSociated with each node and leaf. The various graphical 
elements as discussed above may be provided in the form of 
menu or tool bars in the prior art editor, and may be defined 
by the user. The interpreter as discussed above (not mani 
fested in the graphic user interface) can dynamically map the 
logic graph into processing logic Script Such as in XML 
format. To facilitate action reference, is also provided an 
interface to retrieve action program registration information 
from an action library. 

0061. To serve the objective for business executive 
review, the Editor provides Strong capability of making 
comments. User could make comments on every node, and 
also could make general comments as Sticky note on the 
drawing. Property page could be used to Set the respective 
properties value for every node. Error alert, Simulation 
debugging, deployment related features may also be pro 
Vided to facilitate the development, debugging and deploy 
ment of the processing logic. 

0062) To run the processing logic established by the 
processing logic modeling method and apparatus of the 
invention, the conventional processing logic executing 
engine needs to be modified correspondingly. That is, means 
for identifying and interpreting the annotations as discussed 
above is necessary. AS discussed above, in the processing 
logic Script, Said annotations are manifested as code Sections 
in particular format. Thus, the processing logic executing 
apparatus (engine) traverses the tree according to the struc 
ture and the annotations thereof, thus completes the execu 
tion of the processing logic. 
0.063. The environment for processing logic modeling 
(Design time Support) and the environment for processing 
logic executing (Run time Support) are consistent with the 
prior art except those disclosed in the present disclosure. 
Therefore, further detailed description thereof is omitted. 
The following is only a summary, with reference FIG. 9, of 
the System Supporting designing and executing processing 
logic (Design time support 902 and Run time support 904) 
and its operation. 
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0064. As shown in FIG. 9, the user may design a new 
processing logic with the processing logic modeling appa 
ratus 700 of the invention. The processing logic may be 
deployed to the logic library after it is confirmed to be usable 
through its simulation run on the staging server 906. 
0065. In the run time Support 904, a processing logic 
could be invoked by receiving a request message through the 
execution engine invocation interface. The message dis 
patcher would pickup the message in the inbound queue, and 
bind the message to the corresponding processing logic, the 
logic script would then be loaded from the logic library 908 
into the executing apparatus (engine) 910 kernel. And then 
the executing apparatus instantiates a processing logic 
instance by feeding the data contained in the business 
message. The logic would be executed on the executing 
apparatus by traversing the logic tree. Action invocation 
broker (AIB) 912 enables the executing apparatus 910 to 
invoke actions defined in the logic. AIB would retrieve 
action corresponding to invocation parameters from the 
action library 914 and then perform the invocation. When 
the tree contains Sub-logic nodes, the executing apparatus 
may invoke Sub-logicS from the logic library. The executing 
apparatus may further provide Runtime Administration Con 
Sole for monitoring the runtime Status of the executing 
apparatus and managing the logic library. 
0066. From above description, it could be seen that the 
invention has the following advantages: 

0067. The annotated tree could meet most of the 
requirements of processing logic modeling. The 
invented modeling method is very easy to learn. It 
provides a clear tree Structure view on the objectives 
of a proceSS and its detailed tasks, which make it 
easy to understand by both busineSS executives and 
IT staffs. 

0068 The hierarchical tree-style processing logic 
structure could facilitate the collaboration between 
busineSS analyst and IT Staff for process modeling. 
Only the leaf node on the tree will be attached with 
real action code. BusineSS analyst could design the 
task breakdown structure first, IT staff would then 
work out the detailed data definition for every node. 
So it could help to bridge the gap between the 
busineSS analyst and the IT Staff, and maintain the 
consistency between busineSS level design and IT 
implementation design. 

0069. Each branch of the processing logic tree is an 
atomic description on a set of tasks or procedures. So 
it is very easy to be componentized as a Sub-logic, 
which could improve the atomic processing logic's 
reuseability and make the main logic is clear and 
easy to understand. 

0070 Taking use of the design tooling of the inven 
tion, to design a processing logic, no programming 
or Script coding is required. Rather, drag and drop 
functions of each object in the tooling environment 
to define a process. Flexible graphic editing facilities 
are also provided. The logic XML script could be 
dynamically generated upon the graphic editing. 

0.071) While the invention has been described with ref 
erence to Specific embodiments disclosed herein, it is not 
confined to the details Set forth herein, and this application 
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is intended to cover all the variations or equivalents that are 
obvious to a perSon Skilled in the art having read the 
Specification. The present invention can be realized in hard 
ware, Software, or a combination of hardware and Software. 
A visualization tool according to the present invention can 
be realized in a centralized fashion in one computer System, 
or in a distributed fashion where different elements are 
Spread acroSS Several interconnected computer Systems. Any 
kind of computer System-or other apparatus adapted for 
carrying out the methods and/or functions described 
herein-is Suitable. A typical combination of hardware and 
Software could be a general purpose computer System with 
a computer program that, when being loaded and executed, 
controls the computer System Such that it carries out the 
methods described herein. The present invention can also be 
embedded in a computer program product, which comprises 
all the features enabling the implementation of the methods 
described herein, and which—when loaded in a computer 
System—is able to carry out these methods. 

0.072 Computer program means or computer program in 
the present context include any expression, in any language, 
code or notation, of a Set of instructions intended to cause a 
System having an information processing capability to per 
form a particular function either directly or after conversion 
to another language, code or notation, and/or reproduction in 
a different material form. 

0.073 Thus the invention includes an article of manufac 
ture which comprises a computer usable medium having 
computer readable program code means embodied therein 
for causing a function described above. The computer read 
able program code means in the article of manufacture 
comprises computer readable program code means for caus 
ing a computer to effect the Steps of a method of this 
invention. Similarly, the present invention may be imple 
mented as a computer program product comprising a com 
puter usable medium having computer readable program 
code means embodied therein for causing a function 
described above. The computer readable program code 
means in the computer program product comprising com 
puter readable program code means for causing a computer 
to effect one or more functions of this invention. Further 
more, the present invention may be implemented as a 
program Storage device readable by machine, tangibly 
embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
machine to perform method Steps for causing one or more 
functions of this invention. 

0.074. It is noted that the foregoing has outlined some of 
the more pertinent objects and embodiments of the present 
invention. This invention may be used for many applica 
tions. Thus, although the description is made for particular 
arrangements and methods, the intent and concept of the 
invention is Suitable and applicable to other arrangements 
and applications. It will be clear to those skilled in the art 
that modifications to the disclosed embodiments can be 
effected without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the 
invention. The described embodiments ought to be con 
strued to be merely illustrative of some of the more promi 
nent features and applications of the invention. Other ben 
eficial results can be realized by applying the disclosed 
invention in a different manner or modifying the invention 
in ways known to those familiar with the art. 
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What is claimed, is: 
1. A processing logic modeling method for modeling a 

task, comprising: 
a decomposing Step for decomposing Said task into at 

least one level of Sub-tasks, 
a tree Structure forming Step for forming a tree Structure 

from Said task and various levels of Sub-tasks resulted 
from decomposing the task, and 

an annotating Step for, according to the relations between 
the Sub-tasks, annotating the nodes of the tree, thus 
obtaining a processing logic model for performing Said 
task. 

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein Said tree 
Structure forming Step comprises: forming leaf nodes com 
prising at least one of action node and Sub-logic node, 
wherein, the action node corresponds to atomic action 
program that could be invoked, and the Sub-logic node 
corresponds to Sub-logic that could be invoked. 

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the Step of 
forming leaf nodes comprises at least one of action node and 
Sub-logic node, and further comprises: 

defining the interface description of the action node 
and/or Sub-logic, and 

binding the implementation modules of the action and the 
Sub-logic according to Said interface description. 

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein Said anno 
tating Step comprises attaching at least one of the following 
annotations: 

precondition defining the condition to be met for perform 
ing the corresponding node, 

postcondition defining the condition to be met for leaving 
the corresponding node, 

pre-task defining the task to be performed before per 
forming the corresponding node, 

post-task defining the task to be performed before leaving 
the corresponding node, and 

the type of intermediate node, Stipulating whether the 
children of the intermediate node should be performed 
Sequentially or in parallel. 

5. A method for executing the processing logic established 
according to claim 1, comprising: 

traversing the tree according to the annotations, and 
performing the leaf nodes of the tree according to the 

annotations, thus completing the execution of the task. 
6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the leaf 

nodes of the tree comprises at least one of action node and 
Sub-logic node, wherein, invoking atomic action program 
when executing the action node, and invoking Sub-logic 
when performing the Sub-logic node. 

7. The method according to claim 5, wherein Said anno 
tations includes at least one of the following: 

precondition defining the condition to be met for perform 
ing the corresponding node, 

postcondition defining the condition to be met for leaving 
the corresponding node, 

pre-task defining the task to be performed before per 
forming the corresponding node, 
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post-task defining the task to be performed before leaving 
the corresponding node, 

the type of intermediate node, Stipulating whether the 
children of the intermediate node should be performed 
Sequentially or in parallel. 

and the method further comprises: 
when the traversing reaches a node, checking its annota 

tions, and determining whether to perform the node 
according to Said precondition and whether to leave the 
node according to Said postcondition, executing the 
pre-task before executing the node according to the 
pre-task, executing the post-task before leaving the 
node according to the post-task, and, according to the 
type of the node, determining whether a depth-first 
traversing algorithm or a broadness-first traversing 
algorithm should be performed with respect to the 
children of the node. 

8. A processing logic modeling apparatus to model a task, 
comprising an editor comprising: 

a tree editor, for editing a tree corresponding to a pro 
cessing logic and showing how the task is decomposed 
into at least one level of Sub-tasks, 

annotation editor, for editing annotations for the nodes of 
the tree, the annotations representing the relations 
between the nodes of various levels; and 

interpreter, for mapping the tree and the annotations into 
Script of the processing logic. 

9. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein, Said 
editor further comprises a graphical user interface, on which 
various graphical elements are provided or defined by the 
user, graphics representing the tree and the annotations are 
edited with Said tree editor and Said annotation editor on the 
graphical user interface by using Said graphical elements, 
and Said interpreter comprises means for mapping a prede 
termined graphical element into a predetermined Script 
Section. 

10. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein Said 
graphical elements includes graphical elements correspond 
ing to the tree Structure and graphical elements correspond 
ing to the annotations. 

11. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein Said 
graphical elements includes formatted text. 

12. The apparatus according to claim 8, further compris 
ing a debugger for Simulatively performing the processing 
logic, either automatically or manually, either globally or 
locally, So as to find out and display the potential bug in the 
resulted processing logic. 

13. A processing logic executing apparatus comprising an 
identifying means for identifying the annotations in the 
processing logic Script produced by the processing logic 
modeling apparatus according to claim 8, So that the execut 
ing apparatuS traverses the tree according to the annotations 
and executes the processing logic. 

14. An article of manufacture comprising a computer 
uSable medium having computer readable program code 
means embodied therein for causing modeling of a task, the 
computer readable program code means in Said article of 
manufacture comprising computer readable program code 
means for causing a computer to effect the Steps of claim 1. 

15. An article of manufacture comprising a computer 
uSable medium having computer readable program code 
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means embodied therein for causing execution of the pro 
cessing logic, the computer readable program code means in 
Said article of manufacture comprising computer readable 
program code means for causing a computer to effect the 
Steps of claim 5. 

16. A program Storage device readable by machine, tan 
gibly embodying a program of instructions executable by the 
machine to perform method Steps for executing the proceSS 
ing logic, Said method steps comprising the Steps of claim 5. 

17. The method according to claim 1, wherein: 
Said tree Structure forming Step comprises: forming leaf 

nodes comprising at least one of action node and 
Sub-logic node, wherein, the action node corresponds to 
atomic action program that could be invoked, and the 
Sub-logic node corresponds to Sub-logic that could be 
invoked; 

the Step of forming leaf nodes comprises at least one of 
action node and Sub-logic node, and further comprises: 
defining the interface description of the action node 

and/or Sub-logic, and 
binding the implementation modules of the action and 

the Sub-logic according to Said interface description; 
and 

the annotating Step comprises attaching at least one of the 
following annotations: 
precondition defining the condition to be met for per 

forming the corresponding node, 

postcondition defining the condition to be met for 
leaving the corresponding node, 

pre-task defining the task to be performed before per 
forming the corresponding node, 

post-task defining the task to be performed before 
leaving the corresponding node, and 

the type of intermediate node, Stipulating whether the 
children of the intermediate node should be per 
formed Sequentially or in parallel. 

18. The method according to claim 5, wherein: 
the leaf nodes of the tree comprises at least one of action 

node and Sub-logic node, wherein, invoking atomic 
action program when executing the action node, and 
invoking Sub-logic when performing the Sub-logic 
node, 

Said annotations includes at least one of the following: 
precondition defining the condition to be met for per 

forming the corresponding node, 

postcondition defining the condition to be met for 
leaving the corresponding node, 

pre-task defining the task to be performed before per 
forming the corresponding node, 

post-task defining the task to be performed before 
leaving the corresponding node, 

the type of intermediate node, Stipulating whether the 
children of the intermediate node should be per 
formed Sequentially or in parallel. 
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and the method further comprises: 
when the traversing reaches a node, checking its anno 

tations, and determining whether to perform the node 
according to Said precondition and whether to leave 
the node according to Said postcondition, executing 
the pre-task before executing the node according to 
the pre-task, executing the post-task before leaving 
the node according to the post-task, and, according to 
the type of the node, determining whether a depth 
first traversing algorithm or a broadness-first travers 
ing algorithm should be performed with respect to 
the children of the node. 

19. A computer program product comprising a computer 
uSable medium having computer readable program code 
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means embodied therein for causing modeling of a task, the 
computer readable program code means in Said computer 
program product comprising computer readable program 
code means for causing a computer to effect the functions of 
claim 8. 

20. A computer program product comprising a computer 
uSable medium having computer readable program code 
means embodied therein for causing functions of a proceSS 
ing logic executing apparatus, the computer readable pro 
gram code means in Said computer program product com 
prising computer readable program code means for causing 
a computer to effect the functions of claim 13. 


